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| ditorial

viiber 1073 took a last look at the familiar outline of the city which,

vitil a few hours ago, had been his home.It was called Camathica

its original name, like his own, he had forgotten years ago. In fact,

| (liv final hour of victory over The System hefelt like going back and

»viig himself up to the dreaded Tripox police. His thoughts wandered

ie future. Perhaps he might not be able to cope without the endless

sitiigs of Agit Ramanjau Mistrat and the rest of the inner clique about

‘ie virtues of R and F (as the new super-efficient vocabulary hadit).  



The notion quickly fled his mind. There was nobitterness in his hear!

towards The System.Afterall it was just a monolithic machine,sell

perpetuating with no ultimate goal in mind except “perfection,

perfection, perfection” as he used to hearso often.

Now,in the silence of the summerevening, 1073 tried to think whi

it was like before The System. He remembered the autumn of 1970

well when he hadfirst arrived in Camathica.

The people were docile andthe elders of the city showedtheir

appreciation of this. An atmosphere of benevolent despotism reignei

and so the tide of revolt which had spread across neighbouringcities

left Camathica untouched. Like all the arrivals he got his copy of Vare

and there on page 164 was what he was looking for. The small

advertisement ran, “Socialist Mathematicians League—The groupis|i)

the process of formation ...”. Here was an opportunity to build up«

moderate reforming movement, which would seek to fuse new ideas|)

ancient traditions. Unfortunately the movementdiedatits inception

The leaders claimed they had not been serious. All they wanted was #

car. Little did they realise that they had missed the last chance topull

back from the brink of the cataclysm which was to follow.

After that there was a blank in the memory of 1073; and then, tli

all-pervading voice of The System.

An Alphametric

Solve the following pair of additions.
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(Every letter represents a different digit, and there are 2 solutions)

(Solution on page 54.)
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‘ime Numbers and Brownian Motion

1972 Rouse Ball Lecture

I's ofessor P. BILLINGSLEY, University of Chicago

wise it factors into a product of prime numbers, each integer

i(uins within it a kind of Brownian motion path, and the mathematics

' tiownian motion can be used to derive results about the factorization.

4 aware of the ancient and lamentably persistent notion that a

o1om stated in probability language is rather less true than it might

‘erwise be. I shall nevertheless state these theoremsin probability

-syuage and even give them probabilistic proofs, thereby rendering

heii wholly false in the eyes of those who hold to the ancient view

Poayit ak of.

lliere will be little in the way of proofs anyway,since for the most

-s:( (shall only illustrate general theorems by examples andspecial

es Vor this [have the authority of William Feller. When I washis

‘ident at Princeton, he used to say that the best in mathematics, as

sat, letters, and all else—that the best consists of the general embodied

» the concrete. Although for some time I took that to be an anti-

vililury sentiment, I did eventually understand it as the intellectual-

-sthetic principle he intended, and I have tried ever since to keepit

siewhere near the front of my mind.

tee wnian Motion

liiapine suspendedin a fluid a particle bombarded by molecules

soving about in their wonted fashion. The particle will perform that

regular and seemingly random motionfirst described by Robert

tyown in 1828. Since we shall be concerned with just one component

‘(iin motion, imagine it projected on a vertical axis: At each instant ¢

‘ (iine we note the height x(t) of the particle above a fixed horizontal

slave Over one unit of time, the motion of the particle, which we take

‘art at 0, is described by the positions x(t) for 0 <¢< 1—thatis,

»y a continuous function x on [0,1] with x(0) = 0. This leads us to

wwelder the collection C = Co [0,1] of such functionsx.  



For technical reasons, we make C into a metric space by taking the
distance between twoofits elements to be the maximum vertical
distance between their graphs. This topology, called the uniform

Position

A)

O Time 
Figure 1

topology,is oflittle direct concern here: it is brought in mostly as
evidence that the discussion to follow does have a mathematicalbasis

The random motion ofthe particle is described by an assignment wo!

J
0 L/ | '

Figure 2

 
probabilities P(A) to subsets A of C; P(A) represents the chancethat
the path traced out by the particle lies in A, or is represented by a
function x that lies in A. The set [x: a< x(t) <8], consisting of the
paths that go through the gate in Figure 2, represents the event that
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| (ine ¢ the particle will lie between a and B; it is assigned probability

1 B
\) P[x:a<x(t) <6 =e|eedu

‘iis the distribution of the position at time ¢ follows the Gaussian curve

‘(li mean O and variance ¢. That the meanis O reflects the fact that

‘ie particle is as likely to go up as to go down: Thereis no drift. The

viuince ¢ grows linearly: This reflects the fact that the particle tends

/ wander away from its starting point and having doneso suffers no

‘icc (ending to restore it to that starting point. The equation (1) can

» extended so as to describe the distribution of the increment over

“iy interval of time.  
V
v

  
Figure 3

(le other important property of Brownian motion is this: Suppose

, <t<t',and consider the event A = [x: x(s') — x(s)> 3] that
‘he particle undergoes an upward displacementofat least 3 units during

‘he time interval [s,s’], together with the event B = [x: x(t’) — x(t) < 0]
‘al the particle undergoes a downward displacement during the time

vilerval [¢,']. For example, the top path in Figure 3 lies in A but not
“i /f, and the bottom path lies both in A and in B. The probabilities of

| vid Band of their intersection A M B are related by

(!) P(A 1B) =P(A)P(B).

ius A and B satisfy the definition of independence, which reflects

‘he fuct that the displacementthe particle undergoes during [s,s’] in
4) way influences the displacement it undergoes during [t,t']. This

5  



implies a kind of lack of memory: Although the future behaviorofthe

particle depends on its present position, it does not depend on howthy

particle got there. Equation (2) has a more general form showing that

the increments over any numberofdisjoint intervals are independent

The equations (1) and (2), together with generalized versions of

them, determineall the probabilities P(A ). (This ignores a technical

point: P(A) cannot be defined for every subset A of C, but it can for

every Borel set A—thatis, for every A in the o-field generated by the

sets open in the uniform topology.) It was one of Norbert Wiener’s

achievements to prove that there does exist an assignment of

probabilities satisfying these rules, and P (the corresponding measure«i\

the Borel sets) is accordingly called Wiener measure.

Wiener measure, set up to reflect by (1) and (2) the characteristics

of Brownian motion, has somestartling properties. IfA is the set of

paths of unboundedvariation, then P(A) = 1. At this point physicists

lose interest, because of their obsessive concern with reality, togethe:

with the fact that a path of unbounded variation represents the motion

of a particle that in its wanderings back and forth travels an infinite

distance. But the fact is mathematically interesting, and so is the fact

that P(A) = 1 ifA is the set of x in C that are nowheredifferentiable.

Constructing a continuous, nowheredifferentiable functionis difficul|

but drawing an element from C randomly according to P producessuch

a function with probability 1.

In what follows, we shall be concerned with sets that correspond

more closely with reality. Suppose a > 0 and consider the event

[x: max x(t) 2a] that the particle achieves the height a at sometime

twithO<¢ <1. First, P[x: max x(t) 2a] =P[x: max x(t) >a & x(1)}

> a] + P[x: max x(t) >a & x(1) <a]. The two probabilities on the

right here can be proved equal, roughly because oncetheparticle

achieves the height a it is as likely to wander upward andfinish above

qa at time 1 as to wander downwardand finish below a. Thus

P|x: max x(t) 2a] = 2P[x: max x(t) >a & x(1) 2a]. Since the

condition max x(t) 2a is superfluous in the presence of the condition

x(1) 2 a, the right side here is 2P[x: x(1) >a], and (1) with ¢ = 1,

a 20, and B = & now implies

(3) P|x: max x(t) >a] -| “en[2 du.

Although makingit rigorous requires some effort, this derivation o|

(3) is intuitive. The next result will be stated without any proof. Like

many ex cathedra assertions, it runs counterto intuition. Consider the

6



| |¢ x(t) >O] of time points t,0 <t <1, for which the particleis

ve QO. This set is a union of intervals (infinitely many, contrary to

‘ie 4). Denote by bars the Lebesgue measure ofthis set, the sum of

al
TMT

[t: x(t)>O]

an

 
Figure 4

se lengths of the constituent intervals: |[t: x(t) > 0]|. The distribution

' (lis quantity, the total time spent above 0, is given by

6 d
1) Phesa<itex@>01<6) <4 | er

10 a<B <1. This is Paul Lévy’s arc sine law, so called because

“ying out the integration involves the arc sine function.

    

Figure 5

| ivure 5 shows the shape of the density, the area of the shaded

syion representing the right side of (4). The curve is U-shaped, so that
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if the length B — a of the intervalis fixed, the probability growsas

the interval nears O or 1, being smallest when the interval is centered

on 1/2. This is strange because the time spent above 0 has mean 1/2 by

symmetry, and ordinarily values near the mean of a random quantity

are more likely to occur than are values far removed from the mean,

whereashere the situation is just the opposite.

Random Walk

Imagine a particle moving about at random on the nodes of a cubi

lattice. The particle can movein any ofsix directions (North, South,

East, West, Up, Down) to an adjacent node. The direction is determine:

by the roll of a balanced die, the particle moves to the next node,and

the die is rolled once more to determinethe direction of the next mow

and so on. Figure 6 showsfive steps of such a random walk,together

 

  
   

Figure 6

with one of the cells of the cubic lattice. The figure is in the spirit of

a venerable vector analysis book which began a proof of Gauss’s theore\)

by enjoining the reader to consider “‘an infinitesimal element of volume

of dimensions dx, dy, and dz”’. This injunction was accompaniedbya

nicely labelled diagram like Figure 7, which was said to show such an

infinitesimal element of volume “much enlarged’’. Well, Figure 6 is

muchenlarged too, and if the cubes of the lattice are really very small

and the particle movesvery rapidly from nodeto nodeit is natural to

expect the motion to approximate Brownian motion.

Weshall explore a one-dimensionalversion of this idea. Considera

vertical axis with the integer points 0, +1, +2,... marked off on it. We

start at 0, toss a coin, and move upward one unit if the coin falls

heads and downward oneunit if the coin falls tails. In the new position

(+1 or —1), we toss the coin again and move up or down oneunit

according as it falls heads or tails, and we continue this way for k

8



«yn If we take one unit of time to execute each step of the random

Jk and proceed at a uniform rate from one nodeto the next, our

yiess is described by a function like that in Figure 8, a polygonal

ili whose height over 7 is the position at i—that is, the position after

‘ih step.

dz

dx

 
Figure 7

iis path can also be viewedas describing the fluctuations in a

ibler’s fortune. The position on the vertical axis represents the

sibler’s fortune (relative to his initial capital, so that he starts con-

«tionally at 0), and it moves up or down one unit—say one pound—

-ording as he wins or loses the next play.

  

 

a)
4 4 position at i

>t +2|
+ +| +

e oO + $ $—+—__+—_+—_+—>

SL bavi k
1 -24

+ .  
Figure 8

Ihe random-walk path has some of the properties of Brownian

swotion, In the first place, ifi << i’ <j <j’, the displacements undergone

«: the time intervals [i,7'] and [j,7'] are independent because they

spend on different sets of tosses and the tosses are assumed independent

‘ie coin has no memory). Thus the path hasessentially independent

» ements (for intervals with nonintegral endpoints the increments

o

  

 



may not be exactly independent). The distance movedin onestep has

mean

(5) (+1) + 3(—1) =0

and variance

(6) (+1)? +3(-1)* = 1,

and so the position at i has mean O and by independencehasvariance/

another property of Brownian motion (see equation (1)). Although

the polygonal character of the path is not shared by Brownian motion

a suitable contraction of the time scales will make the straight-line

segments in Figure 8 disappearin the limit as k > .

   
position at i

 V

 
Figure 9

Suppose we contract the time scale by a factor k and contract the

vertical scale by a factor \/k, passing from Figure 8 to Figure 9. This

preserves the essential independence of the increments. The height of

the new path overthe pointi/k, being 1//k times the height ofthe oli
position after step i, has mean 0; its variance is (1/\/k)* times the oli

variance 7 and hence hasvalue i/k. Contracting time by the factor k

gives us a path defined over [0,1], in other words an element of C. Thi

vertical rescaling by 1/\/k makes the variances work out right.

The random path in Figure 9 has the essential properties of Browniw

motion. Since as k > © the links in the polygon will vanish, we can

hope to have a Brownian motion in the limit. And indeed

(7) Prob [path€ A] P(A) (k > &)

10



1 subsets.A of the space C, where P(A) is Wiener measure. There are

paths like the one in Figure 9, and Prob [path € A] is 2—* times the

vuiber of them thatlie in A.

Suppose the A in (7) is the set [x: a<x(1) <8] of paths in C that

ver the point t = 1 have a height between a and £.Since the height

|= 1 in Figure 9 is 1/\/k times the position at k in the original

widom walk, (7) and (1) together imply

position at k 6
(M) Prob [a<<6] >[ieVE Vin
iliis, the De Moivre-Laplace central limit theorem for Bernoulli trials
loxctibes the position after a large numberof steps in a random walk,

| (he gambler’s fortune at the end of an evening’s play of k steps.If

« B= -9, the integral in (8) is about -6. If kK = 100, the gambler thus

i, probability approximately -6 of ending the evening within

' x \/100 = 9 poundsofhisinitial capital.
Suppose now that A is the set in (3), the set of paths in C having

iiewhere a height of a or greater (here a> 0). The path in Figure 9
lio in A if at some time during the evening’s play the gambler’s fortune

1 it least oa/k poundsabove his initial capital, and by (7) this converges
i) the integral in (3). The integral is about -1 for a = 1-7. With k = 100,

‘li, pives an approximate probability of -1 that the gambler will have

een at least 17 pounds ahead at the time he should have quit.

l'inally, suppose A is the set [x: a <|[t: x(t) > 0]| <8] in (4)

luring the evening, the gambler is ahead a certain fraction of the time

'{ (he curve in Figure 9 represents the history of his fortunes,it is in

ihe set A if this fraction lies between a and B. The chance ofthis event

' by (7) and (4) about equal to the area of the shaded region in Figure 5

Ile chance the gambler is ahead more than 90% ofthe time turns out

be about -2, whereas the chancethat he is ahead between 45% and

\ of the time is only about -06. In one eveningin five the gambler

will be ahead more than 90% of that evening’s play. By symmetry,in

vue evening in five the gambler will be ahead less than 10% of that

evening’s play. To convince him in thefirst [second] case that his
experience is due merely to chance and notto his being Fortune’s
luvorite [Fortune’s fool] will be difficult [impossible].

We have applied (7) to three interesting sets A. IfA is the set of

witinuous functions of unboundedvariation, then P(A) = 1, as

explained above, while Prob [path € A] = 0 because the curve in

| igure 9 is visibly of bounded variation. Thus (7)fails for certain sub

{ of C. The mathematical fact is that (7) holds for every set (Borel

11
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set) A whose boundary 0A (boundary in the sense of the uniform
topology)satisfies P(0A ) = 0, a condition which holds in our three
applications. The proof of the theorem uses a combination of pro-
bability theory and functional analysis. (Details can be found in my
book Convergence ofProbability Measures.)

Having used Brownian motion in some problemsof random walk
and gambling, we shall now use Brownian motion, random walk, and
gambling in some problems of multiplicative arithmetic.

Prime Divisors

For a positive integer n, let f(n) be the number ofdistinct prime
factors it contains. We do not count multiplicity: f(37.57) is 2, not 6.
The table shows somevalues of the function f. It rises slowly. The

n |234567---29 30 31---209 210 211---

fia)} 111124 1 3 Jes. 2 4 eee
 

smallest n’s with respective f-values 2,3, and 4 are 2.3 = 6, 2.3.5 = 30,
and 2.3.5.7 = 210. The fact that there are infinitely many primes implies
that f assumes arbitrarily large values: it also implies that f infinitely
often drops backto 1, since f(p) = 1 for primep.

Since f varies in this irregular fashion,it is natural to ask afterits
average behavior. For example, it can be shownthat

N
9) > f(n)~log log N.

N n=1

Since log log 107° = 5, the typical integer under 107° has a merefive
prime divisors. More delicate questions concern the distribution ofi
IfS is a set of positive integers,let Py(S) be the fraction among the
integers 1,2,...,N that lie in S:

(10) Py(S)= <x # [n: 1<n<N&nESI.

The problem nowisto get information about quantities like
Py [n:a<f(n) <5].

Now (10) can be viewed as a probability: We draw an integer 7 at
random from the range 1 <n <N,and Py (S:) is the probability that
it will lie in S. That Py [n: a<f(n) <b] can be viewed as a probability
doesnot,if youwill believe me, by itself ensure that probability theory
will help in the evaluation. In fact it does help because the notion of
independencecan be brought to bear.If 5p(n) is 1 or O according as the

12



wine p divides n or not, then f(7) = 2,65,(n). We can understand the
(bution off(7) if we understand the joint behavior of the 6,(7)
i.iidom quantities.

lle number of multiples of p up to N is the integral part [V/p] of
)) The probability that 6,(”) = 1, or that pin,is thus

1}N]_ 1
(11) Py in: p|n| =—|—|e-,wln:pin} =]*]~2
‘ie approximation valid for large NV. This reflects the fact that p
‘ivides every pth integer, and it does not require that p be prime.

 

 
Figure 10

HMstinct primes p and q individually divide n if and onlyif their

product pq divides n, so that

1
Py [n: p|n & q|n| =Py[n: pq\|n] =a

1 1=—-—#Py[n: p|n|-Py [n: q|n].— n | | Py [2:4

Hlius the events [”: p|n] and [n: q|n] approximately satisfy the
‘elinition of independence ifn is random, 1 <n <N,with N large.

We can use this fact to construct a kind of random walk path con-

‘aiing information about the prime factorization of n and in particular
out f(2). On a vertical axis with the integer points marked off, we

‘ait at O and go up a unit if 21m and downa unit if 2f”. From our new

position (+1 or —1), we go up a unit if 3|” and down a unit if 3fn. We
proceed in this way, examining each prime in succession. Figure 10

fesctibes this factorization random walk in the same waythat
livure 8 describes the coin-tossing random walk. Each numberon the

13  



time axis is the prime correspondingto that step in the random walk.

We consider later how long to continue the walk.

Since n is random,this path is random.Butsince all the randomness

is in the drawing of n before the walk starts, the factorization random

walk may seem less random than the coin-tossing random walk. This in

an illusion. We may imagine tossing the coin k times in advance of the

walk, recording the sequence of heads andtails, and only then per-

forming the corresponding walk. The walk would be a bore, since we

would see its whole history on record before setting out. So imagine

a friend whotosses the coin k times, records the results in advanceof

the journey, and reveals the outcomesto us one by one as we execule

the walk. This restores the suspense. For the factorization random wilh

we can imagine a friend who draws n at random, 1 <n SN,factors

into primes, and at each step of the walk tells us whether or not the

corresponding p divides n.

The increment of the random path in Figure 10 over an interval

depends on how manyin the corresponding set of primes divide n.

Increments over disjoint intervals depend on disjoint sets of primes

and hence by (12) the increments will be approximately independent

ifN is large. Unlike Brownian motion, however, the factorization randi

walk has a strong downward drift. By (11), the chance of going down

ward is about 1 — 1/p, which is almost 1 for large p. The remedyis to

move up a distance 1 — 1/pif p|n and to move down a distance 1 /p

if pfn. The expected distance moved is now approximately

s(-)(-2)CaPp p p Pp

This compares with (5), an equation which showsthat the coin-

tossing random walkhas nodrift.

The variance of the distance moved is now approximately

2($F 02H)tbatp p Pp P p P/ P

The distance moved in the step corresponding to p thustends to be

small for large p, in contrast with the coin-tossing random walk, which

by (6) proceeds with vigour ever undiminished. The remedy this time

is to spend only an amount 1/p oftime executing the step corresponditiy

to p. With these two modifications, the path is as in Figure 11. To

recapitulate, over an interval of length 1/p, the path rises linearly an

amount 6,(”) — 1/p—thatis, rises 1 — 1/p if p|n (approximate

14



obability 1/p) and rises 0 — 1/p ifpn (approximate probability

| I /p).
Ihe point 7 in the figure (the right endpoint of the interval

vitesponding to p) is 2g<p 1/q (sum over primes qg not exceedingp),
which can be shown to be very close to log log p (see (9)). The height

  
 
 

 

Y,

\-1/p
I &(n)-log log p -\/p
qeP 9 “9

TOT,+ ~- —-+++ +

/2 1/3 \/p

Figure 11

(the curve over Tis Zg<p (6g(") — 1/4) © Ug<p Sg(n) — log log p.

We continue the walk until each p <N has been dealt with, and the

vitesponding point on the time axis is T* = Zp)<y 1/p © log log N.

lhe random path now resembles a coin-tossing path in that the

‘iicrements are almost independent(for large V), there is essentially

io drift, and the variances are about right. As in the coin-tossing case,

 

 

 

A

X §(n)- loglog p
qep

v loglog N

pt

°  tegleg !
loglog N

Figure 12

rescaling will lead in the limit (V> °°) to Brownian motion. To send

/* to the point t = 1, we contract the horizontal scale by a factor

‘ip log NV, and, again as in the coin-tossing case, we contract the vertical

‘ule by the square root of this. The point 7 in Figure 11 goes to

1 log p/log log N, and the path is that shown in Figure 12.

15
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Since the path depends on and N,denote it pathy(1). Since is

random,so is the path, and the chancethatit lies in a given subset A

of the space C is Py [n: pathy(n) € A]. The theorem linking primes

with Brownian motionis this: IfA is a (Borel) subset of C satisfying

P(0A) = 0, then

(13) Py |[n: pathy(n) € A] > P(A) (NV > ~)

where P is Wiener measure. The proof of (13) uses a combination of

probability theory, functional analysis, and numbertheory. (The

theorem is given implicitly in Kubilius’s book Probabilistic Methodsin

the Theory ofNumbers, p. 122, explicitly in one of the manuscript

versions of my “‘Convergence of Probability Measures”’, and in more

general form in Philipp’s forthcoming paper, “‘An invariance principle

for additive number-theoretic functions’’.)

Consider the three sets A to which we applied the analogousresull

(7). Whether or not the path in Figure 12 lies in the set A = [x:

a<x(1) <8] depends onits height over ¢ = 1; this height is the quanti)
indicated in the diagram with N in place of p. Since Yg<y 6,(n)is the

total number f(7) of distinct prime divisors of n, (13) together with (1)

gives

_ Bn
(14) Py [n:a< L(n) log log N— | e 4 I? dy,

alog log N <6] pr

This is the Erd6s-Kac central limit theorem for f. (For an elementary

treatmentof (14), see American Mathematical Monthly, 76 (1969),

132.)

For —a = 8B = 9, the integral in (14) is about -6, and if NV = 107°so

that log log V = 5, the double inequality in (14) is approximately the

same as ‘9 < (f(n) — 5)/\/5 <-9, which in turn is approximately the

same as 3 <f(n) <7. Thus about 60% ofthe integers under 107° have

from 3 to 7 prime divisors.

Applying (13) to the set in (3) gives the approximate distribution

of the maximum ofthe curve in Figure 12. For each p(p <N) we look «|

the number Yg<p 5,(”) of prime divisors of n that do not exceed p,

compare this with its value log log p for a “‘typical” n, and compute the

discrepancy (the difference). The integral in (3) being about-1 if

a= 1-7, for about 10% of the integers under 10’° does the maximumof

this discrepancy exceed 1:7 x-/5 ~3°8.
And consider once again the set in (4). Whether or not the curvein

Figure 12 lies in this set depends on the amount oftimeit is above 0.

The polygonal segment corresponding to p has length p ‘/loglogN
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et projected on the horizontal axis, and so the amountoftime

vive Q is essentially

1) >|p<ve ap 5g(r) > loglogp|,

ie sum extending over those p(p <N) for which n contains excessively

ny prime factors to the left of p. For large NV,the distribution of (15)

proximately follows the density curve in Figure 5. For about 20% of

lv integers under NV it exceeds -9, and for about 67% it lies between

hand -S5,

lime factors exhibit in this respect the strange behavior coins do.

41 way they are even more strange. A quantity perhaps morenatural

' onsider than (15)is

1) x#[p:p<N& Z 4,(n)>loglogp],
aN) qsp

‘ie number of p for which 1 contains excessively many primes to the

it of p, normalized by division by m(V), the total numberof primes

volved. For N large, of the break points in the polygon in Figure 12

‘ie great majority are very near 1, with the result that in the limit the
‘(uibution of (16) consists of a mass of -5 at O and a massof ‘5 at 1.

‘1+ »Qand N exceeds some N,, then (16) is less than € with a

iobubility lying between -5 — € and -5 + € and is greater than | — €

vith a probability lying in the same range.

lwo Problems

| (A) If the probability of picking up a bridge hand containing 13

pades is p, whatis the probability of picking up a bridge hand with

| points and 4—4—4—1 distribution?

(3) A black knight and a white queen are placed randomly on

different squares of a chess board. Whatis the probability that one

cn capture the other?

10” — 1

9

ie. the number with n digits 1.

ltove that for infinitely many n, n divides S(7).

Hintin<S(a)ifn> 1.

/solutions on page 54.)
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Relativistic Doppler Effect for Photons

by Professor D. R. BATES, Queen’s University, Belfast

“There are nine and sixty ways of constructingtribal lays,
And every single one of them is right!”

(From Jn the Neolithic Aw

by RudyardKipling:

Just half a century ago Erwin Schrédinger (Physik. Zeitschr. 22, 301.
1922) showedthat the relativistic Doppler effect is a consequenceof
the conservation of energy and momentum in the emission of a phot

by an atom.Like the theory of the Compton effect, which wasfirst

presented in the same year, this was at the time ofinterest in providing

a further example of the apparent paradox that radiation has the

properties of particles as well as of waves.

Undoubtedly the Comptoneffect is best explained in terms of

photons. The wave treatment is however the simplerin the case ofthe

relativistic Doppler effect, and has the advantage that it depends

directly on the Lorentz transformations. Most expositors either ignore

the several photon aspects of the phenomenonor merely refer to one

of them very briefly. Those who discuss a photonaspect fully rarely

do so except after the special theory has been developed in some
sophisticated form. On thefiftieth anniversary of Schrédinger’s
original paper it is worth recalling that only an elementary knowledge

of relativity is needed in order to derive the formula describing the
phenomenon.

Choose an inertial cartesian frame 2 in which the atom is initially

moving with speed u along the Ox axis; and choose anotherinertial

cartesian frame 2’ with axesparallel to those of the first and with the
O'x' axis sliding along the Ox axis with speed wu so that in this second
frame the atomis initially at rest.

Suppose that in 2 the atom after emitting a photon of frequency »

movesin the xy-plane with velocity v (x-componentv,.) and that the

propagation vector of the photon, which because of the conservation

of momentum mustalsolie in the xy-plane, makes an angle @ with the

18



'\ uxis. Denote the corresponding quantities in 2’ by the same
ibols with primes affixed.
le fine

Wy yw) = (i - wy"

sliere w is any speed andc is the speed of light. Let the proper mass
‘| (he atom before and after the emission of the photon be Mo and
‘1, Mo respectively.

(he equation expressing the conservation of energy in > is

') Mge*y(u) = Mo — mo)e?y(v) + hv
cing Planck’s constant and that expressing the conservation of the

* omponent of momentum is

(1) Mouy(u) = (Mo — mo)vxy(v) +i cos 0.

‘ liininating (9 — mg)y(v) from these wesee that

i) Motu — vx)y(u)2 (cos - “s)

(\) vy =—v' cos6'

. . ° a.

‘i equation corresponding to (4) in Y is

(1) Mov’ = (1 2),
c C

ty Kinstein’s composition of velocities theorem we have

’ uv 1

\pplying this to the x-componentof the velocity of the photon we
‘eiive the standard aberration formula

\-1
LI © cos 0 =(u +e-cos.’) (1 +4208") ,
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From (5), (7) and (8) we obtain

(9) u—v,=vA

and

1
(10) cos —*=(1 4") ( + Ecos 8’ A

where

'\ -1
(11) A= cos o’(1 HEB) y(u)~.

Substitution from (9) and (10) into (4) yields

' _hv v’ u )\7}
(12) Mov yu) = c (1 +2) (1 +4050’) ,

Using (6) it thence follows that

(13) y=r'(1 += cos aru)

which is the formulaofthe relativistic Dopplereffect.

The Archimedeans

The Archimedeans have had yet another successful year, partly due

to the hard workputin bylast year’s committee and partly due to the

high standard of the talks delivered. We heard an entertaining talk from

Dr. Peter Neumaiin (Oxford) on “The Mathematical Analysis of 1066

and All That”at the start of the season and half way through the

season were Startled to see Professor John Nye’s calculations on

“Glacier Flow”. The most enjoyable tea meeting was Dr. T. Komer on

‘A Pure Mathematician’s Revenge—A Dull Talk on Fourier Series”’.
The society’s highest traditions were upheld whenthe president

“accidentally”fell in on the punt party and a very pleasant afternoon

was spent on the annual ramble when we walked on the Romanroad
to Linton.

Next year will be somewhatof a new enterprise with the first of the

lunchtime meetings which, we hope, will attract more people than the

old tea meetings. Amongthe lunchtime speakers are Dr. Nigel Martin

(on “Funniness’’) and Professor Swinnerton-Dyer. Evening meetings
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vi lude Dr. R. Berman on “Diamonds”and Professor Northcott on

\bsolute Values’’. More light-hearted activities include the usual punt

salty and ramble but also include a croquet afternoon for only the

econd time.

Michael Barnes (President)

Ihe Equation (x7-1)(y*-1) =(z+1)°

hy K. SZYMICZEK

li spite of its simplicity the Diophantine equation

(1) (x? — 1)(y? — 1) = (2? — 1)?

‘emains still unsolved thatis, all solutions have not been found yet. On

‘ie other hand what is knownis rather interesting: there is a recursively

Jetined infinite set of non-trivial solutions and moreover three

olated solutions outside this set have been found. It is the purpose of

his note to describe the situation in some details and mention some

ielevant problems proposed by W.Sierpinski.

Our equation has a good manyoftrivial solutions and we want to

»xclude them from consideration. First of all we may confine attention

i, solutions in non-negative integers and because of symmetry in x

uid y, we may suppose x < y. Nowthetrivial solutionsare the

following:

(i) x=y=z; (ii) x=z=1,y—arbitrary; (iii) x=0,y=2= 1.

(1 excluding these we are interested only in solutions satisfying

(') O<x<z<y,

ince O<x <y and (1) imply (2).

Nowthe first question is whetherthere are any non-trivial solutions of

(1) and it is not difficult to find one such solution: x =3,z=7,y =17.

lielore going on with less trivial questionslet us note the following.

I v, z, y is a non-trivial solution of (1), i.e. the inequalities (2) are

ilistied, then x? — 1,27 — 1, y* — 1 form a geometric progression

iy p.). This is very close to a question of W.Sierpinski concerning

‘angular numbers f,, = n(n + 1)/2. There is an easy to notice g.p.

iiimed by three triangular numbers: f, = 1, t3 = 6, tg = 36 and
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W.Sierpinski asked in 1962 whether there are other such g.p. Thus we

have to solve the equation f,f, = ¢2 and becauseoft, = [(2n + 1)? I|/

this equation is equivalent to (1) with x =2a+1,y=2b+1,z=2c+|

Thusthe solutions of (1) in odd numbersx,z, y give ustriplets of

triangular numbersin g.p. and conversely. We notice at once that the

solution x =3,Z=7,y=17 givesa=1,c=3,b =8,ie.t,, t3, tg form

a g.p. as observed above.

It turned out that Sierpinski’s question had been considered much

earlier and solved in 1914 by A. Gérardin (Sphinx, Oedipe, 9 (1914),

75, 146). I found in 1963 (Publ. Inst. Math. (Beograd), 3 (1963),

139-141) another solution which is simple enough to be reproduced

here. W. Sierpinski has proved thatif t,, is a square, f, =m” say, then

the smallest triangular numbergreater than ft, whichis also a square

is t3n+am+1 = (2n + 33m + 1)*. Thus t, = 1? gives in turn fg = 67,

tag = 357, togg = 204, etc. I noticed that if t, =m?”then the

geometric mean of ¢, and f3,44+1 is also a triangular numberfy, +2)

and So ty, tn+am; t3n+am+1 form a g.p.

Thus we get infinitely many ofsuchtriplets:

ty = 1, t3 = 6, tg = 6°; tg, Coq = 210, ty = 357; tag, F119 = 7140,
log8 = 204? 5 etc.

and these provide an infinite set of non-trivial solutions of (1):

(x,z,y) = (3,7,17), (17,41,99), (99,239,577), etc.

Note that all these solutions are in odd numbers x,z,y and moreover

Z=2(n +2m)+1=4[2(3n +4m +1) +1—(2n+1)] =4(y — ),
thatis, all of them satisfy the equation

3) & ~NO*-1)=[@W-x)-1).
A. Schinzel and W.Sierpinski (Elem. Math. 18 (1963), 132-133) have

proved that the above set of solutions of (3) is the set of all solutions

of (3). This result can be generalised: all solutions of the equation

(4) (x? — 7)? - ?*)=[GU-x)’- 7?)
in three unknownsx,y,t have been found (cf. the author’s note in

Elem. Math, 22 (1967), 37-38) and H. C. Williams (Elem. Math. 25

(1970), 123-125) has found a complete solution of the equation

(5) (x* +a)(y? +a) -[o(2) +o?
where a and b are any twogiven integers.
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‘\1e equations (3), (4) and (5) are special cases of (1),

=P)? -P)=@—PY,
) (x? ayy? +a) =(@? +b’),

pectively, and although we knowall solutions of (3), (4), (5) we do

sat know all solutions of (1), (6) and (7).

W. Sierpinski asked whether there are solutions of (1) in even

sumbers x, Z, y satisfying (2) and whether there are non-trivial solutions

‘ (1) other than those satisfying (3). The first question is still un-

\wered although an attempt to prove that there are no such solutions

han been made(cf. W. Zelichowicz, Prace Mat. 13 (1969), 113-118).

ilawever, as it was pointed out in a review of the paper in the

\tushematical Reviews (MR 40, #2604)“an errorin the last equation

validates the result”. What is easy to proveis that if x = 2X,

yz =2YZ, where 2 does not divide XYZ,is a solution of(1) in

ver numbers, then a = B= 7.

As regards the second question I know three exceptional solutions

1 (1) that is, those notsatisfying (3):

iN) (x,z,v) = (4,11,31), (2,13,97), (155,2729,48049).

‘ie third solution is of particular interest because its existence shows

‘at there is anothertriplet of triangular numbersin g.p. namely ¢77,

\s\ea, 24024 Which is not included in the previous set of such triplets

\veither f77 nor t24924 is a square). It is perhaps interesting how one

1. {ind a solution like this and I want now to show how one can do

‘ix. We want to findall triplets of the form x” — 1, z*>—1,y?—1

i y.p. with an integral ratio w. Thus we haveto solve the system

()) u(x? —1)=27 —1, u2(x? —1)=y? —1.

( onsider the second equation

(10) yp? — (x? — lu? = 1.

lor any fixed x this is known to have the following solutions

- y,(x), u =u,(x), where Yo = 1, Up = O and

_ Z _— -

Paid =xy, + (x — 1)u,, Un+1 = Vn +XUy, n=Q,l,....

Hitting in y,(x) and u,(x) any integer for x wegeta solution of (10).
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To get a solution of the system (9) one hasto solvethefirst equationin x and z. This gives us the following sequence of equations
(11) z* = (x? — 1yu,(x) +1, n=0Q,1,....

The cases n = 0, 1 are of no interest, when n = 2 we have U(x) = 2x
and from (11) we get

(12) z* = 2x(x? — 1) +1,

Write X = 2x, Z = 2z then (12) becomes

(13) Z? =X3 _ 4X +4.

This equation defines an elliptic curve on the (X,Z)-plane. There are
two obviousrational points onit: (X,Z) = (1,—1), (2,2). Now theline
through tworational points (x1,2,) and (x2,z) on the curve (13)
meets the curve in a third rational point (3,23). Define the point
(x3 ,—Z3) to be the sum ofthe points (x; ,Z,) and (x4,z) and write
(%1,21) + (%2,2) = (x3 .—23). If x; #xy we can get easily the follow:
ing expressions for x3, 23:

%3 = —X1 — x2 + [(Z1 — 22)/(x, — x,)]?,
23-21 — (21 — 22)(x1 — x3)/(x, — x4

Thus we can add together the twotrivial points on (13):
(1,—1) + (2,2) = (6,—14) and furthermore, (6,—14) + (2,2) = (8,22),
(8,22) + (6,—14) = (310,5458). Hence we have obtained three new
points on (13) and these give us three solutions of (12):

(x,Z) = (3,7), (4,11), (155,2729).

Taking y = yy (x) = 2x? — 1 we get

(x,Z,Y) = (3,7,17), (4,11,31), (155,2729,48049).

These are solutions of the system (9) and so of the equation (1), twolast of them being “exceptional”. Here a remark is needed. We were velucky in adding points on the curve (13) since in general the sum of
two integral pointsis a rational (not necessarily integral) point.
Let us consider now the equation (11) for the next values of n,
When n = 3 we get u3(x) = 4x? — | and (11) becomes
(14) z* =4x4 _ 5x2 49.
There is an extremely simple way of proving that this equation isinsoluble in integers z, x > 1. Forif x > | is any integer then
(2x? — 2)? <4x4 — 5x? 4 2 = (2x? 1)? —x? +] <(2x? — 1)?
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ihat is, 4x7 — 5x? + 2 lies between the squares of two consecutive

integers and so cannot be a square ofan integer.

When n = 4, u4(x) = 8x? — 4x and (11) becomes

e? = 8x? — 12x? +4x 41,

lt would be a difficult problem to find all integer solutions of this

equation but it is easy to find one solution: x = 2, z = 13. This gives

(he third of the exceptional solutions (8) of (1).

It is interesting that the clever method of handling (14) can be

successfully repeated in the next case when n = S. In fact I can prove by

induction that none of the equations

2? = (x? — 1gna, (x) +1, n=1,2,...

has a solution in integers z, x > 1 and the argumentis that for any

integerx > 1,

(Vn v4) — 1)? < (Xe? — Lane) $1 < (nsx).

[hus it remains to solve the equations (11) for even values of n. By a

Siegel’s theorem, each of them can haveonly a finite numberof

integral solutions, but obviously, this does not imply that the system

()) has only a finite numberofsolutions.

As we have seen the following questionsarestill open:

(i) Do there exist infinitely many solutions of the equation (1)

which are not solutions of (3)?

(11) Do there exist non-trivial solutions of (1) in even numbers x,y,z?

l'inally, let us mention another question put forward by W.Sierpinski:

(111) Does there exist a geometric progression formed by fourtriangular

numbers?

| conjecture the following answers to these questions:

(i) “yes”, (ii) “no”, (iii) “no”.

(;eometrical

|. A,B, C,D all lie on a circle with BD as diameter.

AB, BC, CD, DA, BD are all an integral numberofinches in length

and all different.

Whatis the shortest length that BD can be?
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2. A planelinkage hassides of length 1", 5”, 5”, 7” as shown:

 

Whatis the largest area it can enclose?

(Solutions on page 54.)

Euleriana

by BERTHA JEFFREYS

In looking through the volume published by the Akademie Verlag,

Berlin, in 1959 for the 250th anniversary of Euler’s birth, I noticed

that W. Blaschke stated thatit is not well known that quaternions were

given by Euler. The reference given led me to the Euler-Goldbach

correspondence, which wascarefully edited for the Berlin Academy of

Sciences and published in 1965 soon after the 200th anniversary of

the death of the “in the history of mathematics often underrated

Goldbach”(see for example the remark by Courant and Robbins on

p. 30 of What is Mathematics?). This volumeis in the University

Library (P 500.b.156.4) and is moreeasily handled than the Opera

Omnia (348.6.b.90.1 — 86). I commendit to anyone whois prepared
to cope with its macaronic style, a mixture of German and Latin. The
following notesarise from it. In the first I chose 91 for the numerical
example because the oldest memberof the Faculty, Mr. Cunningham,
reached this age on 7 Mayofthis year.

(i) Did Euler discover quaternions?

The fundamental result necessary for the theory of quaternions
occurs in a letter from Euler to Goldbach of 4 May, 1748. Thereis a
discussion of some: formulae that Goldbach has suggested for
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‘{ransmutationes” of a sum of four squares and he politely remarks

iat one of them must be wrong, because it would imply that any even

iumber would be a sum of three squares, whichis clearly not true for

'} and 60; it was indeed a slip of the pen as appears from thereply.

\lien comes the importantresult: “The following theorem can also
crve in many cases to determine the four squares of which a number

i. the sum; if m=aat+ bb+cc+ddandn=pptqqtrrtss, then

nn =A? +B* +C* +D? , where

A =ap+bq+crtds

B =aq — bp —cs+dr

C =ar + bs — cp — dq

D =as — br +cq — dp.”

(1)

lle points out that this can be done in many ways, since the numbers

u.b,c,d,p,q,r,s can be taken positive or negative and combinedin

different orders. It is clear that Euler was concerned here with integers.

The result can be put in quaternion form. Given that

PeaePof=—], jk = — kj =i,etc.

we have that

(+ BitCj+Dk=(@— bi-— cj — dk)\(p + qi +1+ sk)

but [cannot discover that Euler used this notation.

Further in a paper written in 1770 (Opera Omnia,Ser. I, Vol. 6,

'45-315) entitled ‘Problema algebraicum ob affectiones prorsus

ingulares memorabile” Euler uses the result (1) to construct a matrix

such that the sum of the squares of the elements in each row and in

each column is the same. The use of quaternionsis not explicit in this,

but itis in a paper by Cayley in 1855 (Collected Papers, Vol. 2,

(2-215). It may be noted here in parenthesis that the stone over the

door of the Garden House Hotel with the inscription recording thatit

was the home of Professor Cayley from 1864 to 1895 has survived the

iecent fire.

There is not space for the rather extended general matrices and so,

(ollowing Euler’s example, I give a numericalillustration of his result.

li the transformation

(2) W+Xit+ Yj +Zk=(a— bi—cj — dk)\(w — xi — yj — zk)

(p + gi trj +sk)
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put

a=b=c=1,d=2; a? +b* +c? +d? =7
p=—l,q=r=s=2; p? tq’? tr? +57 =13

and we obtain

W 7 1 5 4 w
X}_ [5 5 -4 -5 x

y/ \1 4 5 -7 y
Z 4 -—-7 —-S5 l Z

With this choice of signs the general matrix is precisely the set of 16

numbersset out by Euler on p. 311 of the 1770 reference given above

In the numerical example the sum of the squares of the elements in

each row or columnis 91 (= 7 x 13) and also as Euler puts it the sixteen

numbers“rejoice in the property”’ that the sumsof the products from

two columns or two rowsvanish. Thestep to a (4 x 4) orthogonal

matrix is immediate. Putting a = p,b=q,c=r,d=s in (2) leads toa

(3 x 3) orthogonal matrix, which is the object of his paper.

Both Blaschke and B. A. Rozenfel’d in /st. mat. issl. (Hist. Math.

Studies) X, 1957, 392-397, put Euler’s results in quaternion form.

However, the editor of Euler’s works remarks that Euler does not give

his derivation; it may indeed have been intuition, using different forms

of the expressions in (1) and these are in fact basic to the theory of

quaternions.

(ii) Whose, or why, or which, or what—was Goldbach’s conjecture?

or What’s become of Waring?

Goldbach may bedescribed as a polymath ora dilettante according

to taste; he certainly carried on a voluminous correspondence and

formed lifelong friendships with the mathematicians andscientists of

his time. The conjecture occurs in a letter to Euler of 7 June, 1742.

He remarks that, when a proposition, originally thoughtto be true but

not proved, has been shownto befalse, this can lead to the discovery

of new results. As an example of this he mentions Euler’s discovery

that the Fermat number 22° + 1 is not a prime. He goes on to remark

that it would be surprising if all Fermat numbers could be expressed

as a sum of squares in one way only and immediately follows this by

““hazarding a conjecture” of his own: that if a numberis the sum of

two primesit is the sum of as many primesas onelikes, counting unity

as a prime. Lower downthe page heillustrates this for 4, 5 and 6 (!)

However in the margin together with another sentence or two he
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wiites, “It seems, at all events, that any numbergreater than twois the

iin of three prime numbers’’. In his reply Euler bases a proof of the

list of these conjectures on a suggestion previously made to him by

(,oldbach that any even numbercan be expressed as the sum of two

jitmes; he remarks that he believes this to be true but cannotproveit.

Idus aber ein jeder numerus par eine Summa duorum primorumsei,

luilte ich fiir ein ganz gewisses Theorema, ungeacht ich dasselbe nicht

demonstrieren kann.” Ten years later he writes to Goldbach that he

lis “found amonghis papers” a suggestion that any numberof the

lorm 4a + 2 is the sum of two primes of the form 4n + 1 and that he

lis checked this up to 230 and that for 210 it can be done in nine ways.

lt appears that both Euler and Goldbachincluded 1 in the primes

wid that the conjecture in its modern form that any even number > 2

i the sum of two primes (excluding 1) cannotbe attributed to Goldbach.

I fact Descartes had suggested that every numbercan be expressed as

ie sum of not more than three primes, but his manuscript was not

published till 1908.

The conjecture made by Waring (of Magdalene) appearsin his

\feditationes algebraicae (1770) and is simply ““Any even numberis the

iin of two primes, and every odd numberis a prime or the sum of

ihiee primes &c.” The “‘&c”’ is tantalising. Apparently he provided no

iitempt at a proof. Either Descartes or Goldbach must havepriority

lor a suggestion that has provided a great deal of work forlater

yenerations. A summaryof this is given on p. 106 of the Euler-

(,oldbach letters.
5

(ii) Serendipity. The “accidental” discovery that 27 +1 is nota

prime.

liuler’s discovery that 2°* +1 is not a prime appears in the Opera

los(huma, edited by his great-grandsons, P. H. and N. Fuss. He

iivestigated whether various numbers in the binary scale could be

lictors of a numberof the form 2” + 1. His working for 2°* + 1 is long

uid there are two obviouserrors of copying (a 5 for an 8 in two places).

lle method can beillustrated by taking 1 + 2° + 2° as the factor. In

ie working it is understood that when there are two terms 2” they are

ieplaced by 2”*! and a dotis placed before the terms 2” which are no

longer to be counted.

Multiplier Product

| 1+.%+.25
2 +28 +28 +24
2* 27 4.274.29 +.2°4+.274+.2% +.279 +2
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It follows that

1 +2! =(1 +23 +24) +27 +2°)

=25x4l.

To follow this, it is necessary to workit out in steps. I have indicated

the first of these by deleting the two 275,

When I Went a Rowing

Seven boats A, B, C,D, E, F, G start in that order on the first of n days

of bumping races, which are rowed according to the rules below. At

the end of the nth day the boatsare in reverse order: G,F,E,D,C,B,A

(i) What is the smallest n for which thisis possible?

(ii) Give a possible sequence of events for this 1.

Rules:

(1) If boat X bumps boat Y, X and Y immediately drop out of the

race. On the next day their starting order is reversed. X can only

bumpY ifall boats in between have dropped out.

(2) If a boat reaches the end of the course without being involved in4

bumpit starts in the same position next day.

(Solution on page 54.)

Geometry by Computer

by Professor M. S. LONGUET-HIGGINS

Two years ago Professor Edge’ issued a challenge to the readers of Hurels

to prove or disprove the following conjecture.

Suppose weare given a fixed line A in space of three dimensions,ari!

four skew lines B,, Bz, B3 and By intersecting A. By a well-known

theorem? there is just one otherline intersecting B,, By, Bs and By,

which we maycall Cy234.

Now given A andfive general lines By, ... Bs intersecting A we gel

five lines Cy345, C1345 C12as, C1235> Ci234- The theorem of the

double sixsays that the five lines Cy345, . . . C234 all intersect the

sameline, say D 49345.
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Moreover, given A andsix generallines B,,.. . Bg intersecting A
we have six lines Dy3456, . . .D 42345 and by a theorem due to Grace*
‘liese six lines all intersect the sameline F123456. We call this the
(srace line”’.

(he question nowis: given A and seven intersecting lines B,, . . Ba,
1) the seven Grace lines £34567, .. . Eyo3456 all intersect the sameline’

Naturally one would think that they might. But though Grace’s
iper appeared seventy years ago, no conclusive proofor disproof had
een given. Professor Edge adds, “The concensus, if one may describe
‘lie opinions of people so few in numberas competentto hold one, is
‘hit they do not.”

This clearly was not good enough. A simple thought occurred to
‘le writer: why not test the conjecture numerically? Anystraight line
‘1 (ree dimensionsis defined uniquely by six homogeneous coordinates
(/1,7,p,q,r), not all zero, provided theysatisfy

yp | mq +nr=0.

\iy two lines (1,m,n,p,q,r) and (l',m',n',p'.q vr’) intersect if and only if

(lp + mq’ +nr') + ('p +m'g + n'r)=0.

“we can, in principle, test the conjecture simply by solving a
i!ficient numberoflinear equations.

11 Grace’s day, the labour involved would have madethis procedure
ile impracticable, but nowadays a high-speed computer can produce
‘lie answer in a flash. As Professor Edge afterwards remarked,

l'lectere si nequeo superos, Acheronta movebo.””

I short, for the line A I took the z-axis, with line-coordinates
‘(),0,1,0,0,0). Any otherline B intersecting A meets A in a point
\,0,¢), and B meets the z-plane in another point (£,n,0). Thesix line- |
vordinates ofB are then

on, -&nt, —€, 0). |
' specify the seven non-intersecting lines B,, ... B we have only to
‘ihe seven triplets of numbers(,n,¢) such that no twoofthe ¢’s are
‘lie same and no tworatios & : 7 are equal.

|wocalculations were done.’ In the first, I took sixty-three digits
‘| 1indom from a well-known reference book® out of which were
‘ined twenty-one three-digit numbers &;, n;, §;,(@= 1, ... 7).
‘ion these, the coordinates of the seven Grace lines F234567, . . -
' jy1456 Were calculated, with a double-precision word-length of
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fourteen decimal places. Along the way, about six decimal places were

lost, leaving abouteight significant figures to each coordinate.

How does one test whether seven lines have a commontransversal’

One wayis to observe that the coordinates of any five lines in general

satisfy an equation of the form

(L1 + Mm +.Nn) + (Pp + Qq + Rr) =0

where L,M,N,P,Q,R are constants. We then say that the lines belong tu

the linear complex with coordinates (L,M,N,P,Q,R). If in particular

(A) LP +MQ+NR=0

then the five lines all intersect the same line, whose coordinates are

(P,O,R,L,M,N) and wesay that the linear complexis special.

Out of seven lines we may choose twenty-onesets of five, and whet)

the coordinates of the twenty-one complexes formed bythe seven

Grace lines were computed they were foundto be identical, to nine

decimal places. But whenthe left-hand side of (A) wascalculated (a

relatively simple procedure) it was found to equal about 10’ times the

probable rounding error. (Later the programmewastransferred to

another machine with a word-length of twenty-nine decimal places anid

the calculation wasverified to twenty-three significant figures.’)

All the twenty-one linear complexesbeing virtually identical, we

have a cast-iron check on the calculations. But since the condition (A)

was notsatisfied, the conjecture was shownto be definitely untrue.
Or was it? Could we conceivably have introduced roundingerrors

greater than we supposed? To eliminate this possibility entirely a

second calculation was donein integers, or to be moreprecise,in

rational arithmetic, without rounding errors of any kind. This involved

the handling of large numbers—up to 10°°—for which special sub-

routines had to be devised. The results, however were similar: the

seven Gracelines all belonged to the same linear complex (with intege:

coordinates of order 10°°), but this complex was not special. Hence

there was no line intersecting all seven.

So the conjecture is disproved, by the second counter-example, if

not the first. Another counter-example, using a complex field of

coordinates, has been given independently by Hirschfeld.®

On the other hand, we have made a new discovery, namely that the

seven Grace lines, though not having a commontransversal, do all

belong to the same linear complex. No orthodox proof of this has yet

been found—a further challenge.

Someintriguing questionsarise. Is a numerical proof more, orless,
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-onvineing than a logical proof? For, in programming a computer, as
every schoolboy knows, mistakes can be made; in a long programme
some kind of check is always necessary. If a proposition is found
umerically to be untrue, the chance of a mistake remains—unless as
11 the present instance we have a convincing checkclose to the end.
(n the other handif a general proposition is found to be true numeri-
villy to, say, twenty places of decimals, the chanceof anerrorisslight.
1 other words, numerical proof is more convincing than numerical
disproof. The paradoxis that we have useda (logically) unproved
iesult as a convincing but necessary check on thevalidity of a (logically)
livorous counter-example.

Kkeferences

(1) W. L. Edge. Double six. Eureka, 33 (1970), 10-12.
(’) H. F. Baker. Principles of Geometry, Vol. 3, c.1. Cambridge, 1923.
(4) Ditto, c.4.
(1) J. H. Grace. Circles, spheres and linear complexes. Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. 16

(1898), 153-190.
(\) Virgil, Aeneid, Book 7, 1.312.
(0) London Telephone Directory S-Z, July 1969, p. 3512.
(/) M. S. Longuet-Higgins. A numerical disproof of a conjecture in projective

geometry. Proc. Roy. Soc. A, 323 (1971), 443-453.
(4) J. W. P. Hirschfeld. A projective configuration. Computational Problemsin

Abstract Algebra. PergamonPress (1970), pp. 321-323.

(nce Upon a Time

11 Dhary, a small principality on a perfectly flat plateau in the
liinmanuran mountain rangeall the roadsarestraight. In the survey
vl 1729, the following distances between the principal towns of Ahrens,
Hustien, Charves, and Errera were found to be:

A B C DE

| 6

(All distances in miles)

 

llow far is it from Charves to Errera?

(Solution on page 54.)
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A NEW PROOF THAT THE INVARIANT POLYGROUPS ARE ISOMORPHIC 8) te

QUASTITROPIC SET OF ANTISYMYETRIC HEDROIDS, WITH AN APPLIOATI® =

THE THEORY OF DYNAMICS IN SPACES OF UNCOUNTABLE DIMEN ICN,

This proof revolves arourid the relatively new concept of the

reversible quasitrovic subcollection (a hedroid is reversible if tte
Johnson complement is diatonically sub-similar to itself), The oruelet

result used is that for any hedroid kK

K=[f, S*]S@ (S,f*1= where &, = are reverait'

(See K.F.Liu 'New develponents in hedroid theory' Journal of
South Laosian Philosophical Society, Vol. XII pp. 134-288, )

First we consider a svecial case:

Let (&3,A,%) be an invariant polygroup.

Assume w.1l.0.g, & ~ [ Vkcrcayyt, de 7)

whereJf, is the corresponding isopedric fanily

and F is the Ffoulgh function,

Then for any & in the reversible quasitropic subcollection

(e)ax= [Key
=> e* = [aKi =), x] using Bernstein's square

bracket notat/on

tre. =A, (), &)] = (A,K(x), 2)

So then by hedroid property

[AAR ( oc), 1 = CAR), £1 = Cale H(ce *) 8 |

[axA( at), 2) = fa,K(<*),0 ]

Thus we have [€,€ *] = 1g (which is the n, and s, conlitivn
for quasitropic isonorphiew)

il

Now to generalise to non-reversible subcollections:

WkeEB, Ba quasitropic set

K = [¢,8*]8 @ [8,2 *]£ for reversible $ ,% ,

so” (K)a* = (HK)
=> K* = [AA(K), 0)

[2,S*18* @(S, cele*= fa, K(k), %]

[AIH (KR), «1 = TAILSS, $18 NS FCS ,£ “IHC 4 di

now $(Fe, S*1R(e)) = (K(2*), A] 2,8 +)

Then by using uniqueness properties (as in Bernstein, 15!)

and by variation of the range of €,§ we get

e*= (A, $C 2*), a]

&* = [A,K(S*), A]

and vroceed as in the svecial case,
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7 4p

solievy: [€£,% (*)] is a reversible sub-hedroid closure,

We leave the proof to the reader (hint: use Bernstein's
sub-hedroid lemna),
(Note the obvious consequences for intactic contrapurence

theory,)

‘vply the theorem to uncountable dimensioned spaces, we use the
‘| bnown fact that any complete set of dynanic states can be

‘ied In an invariant polygroup and hence by the theorem into
junaltropic set of antisymnetric hedroids with generalised

eellrople cardinality,

©! Consider the explosion of a slow McSandys bonb in an
‘ital le dimensioned space, We seek to verify the postulate that
‘rannents of the bomb will each exist in a countable dinensioned
‘ce nnd that there will be countably many of them,

int the state after the explosion be represented by
(4,F,®) where E ~ Expansion value and is (quast)
reversible since bonb idealised (McSandys property),

‘hen, if Kis the corresponding hedroid,

cK =([&, S*IS@OS, axle

where = ~ mC

and S (Soc) by slowness (McSandys, 1957)

Now by theoren [£, &*] = 1g and so
*

ATORYOREEN
*

Q = (So),3% ete) = ye
-J(Mag ett

= Sreyh Rirg dt

- Serr FH gt
Hut {Rage = |

and so Q = Ke which is countable

') ‘1 net proves that such a bomb would have no effect,

‘oe might like to prove for themselves that the same
' tinue of a countably infinite collection of such bombs,

B. G. Smith and R. J. Collins
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Several Complex Variables

by Professor G. R. ALLAN,University ofLeeds

The study of holomorphic(i.e. analytic or regular) functions of a

single complex variable has long been an established part of the Tripos

By contrast, the study of holomorphic functions of several complex

variables has been sadly neglected, not only in Cambridge butin this

country generally. This neglect is greatly to be regretted, for the subjec|

stands in the front line of mathematical research and presents scope fui
the application of a wide range of ideas drawn from analysis, algebra

and topology. The presentarticle is written in the hope that someof

its readers may be attracted to work in the field. The main centres of

activity in the subject are in Europe, the United States, the Soviet

Union and Japan but there are signs of an awakening interest in this

country also.

This article can only touch on a few topics and suggest some furthe;

reading. It is hoped that a little of the appeal of the subject may be

conveyed.

Firstly, what is a holomorphic function of several complex variables

Asin the case of a single variable, there are several alternative definitions

Suppose that U is an open subset of C” and that fis a complex-valued

function on U. Then fis said to be holomorphic on ifit is complex

differentiable at each point of U; thus for each z = (z,,...,2Z,) in U

there are complex numbers a,,...,@, such that

;

fle +h)=f@)+¥axhy +o(\hl),
as |h| > 0, whereh=(h,,...,h,) <C” and |h| denotes the Euclidean

norm of h. Equivalently we may say that f is differentiable as a

function of the 2n underlying real variables x,;, y, (K=1,...,7),

where Z, =X, + iV,, and that f satisfies the Cauchy-Riemann equations

of,of aax, —j ay (K=1,...,n).

It is again equivalent to require that f have a convergent Taylor

expansion (in 7 variables of course) about each pointof U.

A remarkableclassical result in this area is the theorem of Hartogs
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(1906) which states that for f to be holomorphic on

U

itis sufficient
(and trivially necessary) that f be holomorphicin each variable
separately, or, in other words, that the n complex partial derivatives
)//0Z%, exist throughout U. This result is of course in marked contrast
\o the situation existing for differentiability of functions of several real
variables.

The first hint of a significant departure from analogy with the one
variable case comes with the following result, also due to Hartogs (1909).
Again let U be an open subset of C” (some n > 1), leta€ Uand let f
he holomorphic on U\{@}: then there is a holomorphic extension off
\ the whole of U. The contrast with the case n = 1 is evident.

The domain D ={z EC": |zz|<1(k=1,..., n)} has the property
hat there is a holomorphic function f defined on it which can not be
extended to be holomorphic on any larger domain; such a domain is
called a domain of holomorphy. By contrast, when n > 1, the domain
!),) = D KO} is not a domain of holomorphy,for, by the result
ientioned in the last paragraph, every holomorphic function on Do
can be extended to D. The problem of characterising domains of
lholomorphy in some reasonable wayis not easy. It was solved by Oka
(1953) in terms of the concept of pseudo-convexity, which will not be
liscussed here. (We note that in case n = 1 the solution is easy: every
subdomain of C is a domain of holomorphy.)

A good accountof the elementary theory—that is to say the part
ot involving more sophisticated algebraic machinery—maybe found
i RK. Narasimhan: Several Complex Variables (Chicago Lecturesin
Mathematics, 1971). This covers all the topics so far mentionedin this
irticle. The reader who wishesto go further should certainly consult
(he stimulating notes by Lipman Bers: Introduction to Several Complex
| uriables (CourantInstitute, New York, 1964). It mayalso be useful
(0 mention the enjoyable notes of R.C. Gunning: Lectures on Riemann
\urfaces, since, although these deal with a single complexvariable, they
introduce the algebraic machinery of sheaf cohomology theory in a
‘cchnically simpler case and thus serve as a very useful introduction to
ese ideas, quite apart from their inherentinterest.

l/s a Knockout!

\ knockout competition starts with 128 competitors and 16 of them
ic seeded so that no two of these may meet until the fourth round.
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Each seeded competitor has a ranking number between 1 and 16. A

seeding upset occursif a seeded player is beaten by an unseeded oneo1

by a seeded competitor whois ranked lower.

(i) What is the smallest possible number of matchesinvolving atleast

one seeded player?

(ii) What is the greatest number of matches involving at least one

seeded player?

(iii) What is the greatest possible numberof seeding upsetsin the

competition?

(Solution on page 54.)

Where Did I Leave That Arsenic?

or, Sequential Search Procedures

by Professor P. WHITTLE

A search problem can have manyvariants. For one of the commonest,

consider the problem of looking for a bicycle in Cambridge (a particular

bicycle), which is considered lost rather than stolen orstrayed, and so

may be presumedstationary. One’sinitial feeling is that some places

are more likely than others: the Arts School courtyard, the Mill Pond,

and the roof of King’s Chapel probably form a sequence ofdecreasing

probability. On the other hand, in examining somesites onegets at

least a partial view of others. The roof of King’s Chapel may be

implausible in itself, but the panorama of Cambridge it affords must

include some view,if fragmentary and distant, of Cambridge’s bicycles

Yet again, however, the time and labour of the ascent must be taken

into account.

Suppose wediscretise the situation in both space and time by

assuming that the missing bicycle could be at one of a numberofsites,

indexed i=1,2,...,m, and that one can examinea site for unit time

(a scan), and then decide either to inspect there further or to move on

to another site. Let P; be the probability (conditional on current

information) that the bicycle is at site 7; let P;; be the probability that,

if at site i and scanned from site j it remains undetected.If detected,

that is the end of the matter. If undetected, then P ={P;} suffers the
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(ransformation

_ _Pyibi
(1) P; > 1;P; = PigPa

k

Suppose the cost of scanning from site k immediately after having

scanned from site j to be Cik3 this will measure both the cost of move-

inent and the cost of a further scan. The aim is to minimise the expected

(otal cost up to the instant of detection. An inductive proof showsthat

ihis expected further cost, starting from a posterior distribution P, and a
site 7, is a function of7 and P alone, F,(P) say. This function satisfies the
dynamic programmingrelation

(2) F;(P) = min lcjx + (2 PghFa(TeP)).

A further inductive argument showsthat, if c;, is replaced by cj, 2 P;

ihen the definition of F;(P) can be consistently extended to cases where

. P; #1 by iassuming F homogeneousof degree onein P; relation (2)

ihen simplifies to

(3) F@)= min [cj Z Pe +FPP)

Ihe solution of the optimal search problem must be implicit in this

iclatively simple relation, but this solution is evident only in the most

elementary cases.

A plausible asymptotic state, possible with certain site geometries,

ix that of dynamic equilibrium, in which the searcher movesin a cyclic

pattern, and {P;} as seen from a system of co-ordinates moving with

ile searcher, changes only bya factor as time goes on, and the search

icmains fruitless. To take the simplest case, suppose that the m sites

ue spaced equidistantly around the circumference ofa circle, and that

(lie searcher moves onestep aroundthecircle at each instant in the

direction of increasing 7 (j then to be reduced mod m).

Suppose the search spacehomogeneousin that P;; is a function of

“distance” i —j alone, say a;_ ;. Suppose further, that if the searcher

ial j, then P; < 7;_; where 7 does not change in time: this is the

issumption of equilibrium in co-ordinates centred on the searcher.

tc quiring this invariance under the transformation (1) and a step

/ > +1 we deduce that

(1) a;_;Pj;_; = AMj_j-1
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(For, v =u, P(v) = P(u).) If 6 #0 and A = 0, thenall the rootsare real

but not distinct.

Notice that, when applied to the equation x? +px +q =0, formulae

(2) and (7) reduce to the well-known Cardan’s formula. (In this case

P(u)/P(v) equals u/v.)

To conclude, I suggest the reader to try to use substitution (3) to

transform the general equation of the fourth degree into a biquadratic

equation. |

The Mathematical Association
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The Burnside Problem

by IAN STEWART,University of Warwick

In 1902 W. Burnside'’? posed a problem which is nowadays formulated
in three different ways:

1. Strong Burnside Problem

Is every periodic group locally finite?

2. Burnside Problem

Is every group of exponent n (v an integer) locally finite?
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' Restricted Burnside Problem

Is the order of a finite m-generator group of exponent ” boundedin
ierms of mand n?

(A groupis periodic if every elementhasfinite order.It is locally finite

i! every finite subset is contained in a finite subgroup. The exponentis

ihe lcm of the orders of the elements. An m-generator group is one which

cun be generated by m elements.)

It is only in comparatively recent times that any of these problems

lve been (even partially) solved. Burnside himself solved (2) when

1 2 or 3.” The case n = istrivial, for any groupsatisfying x =i

lor all elements x must be abelian. For groups of exponent3 his

proof runs roughly as follows: |

Let G be a group of exponent 3 having m generators. We show by

induction on m that G is finite. When m = 0,1 thereis no difficulty.

Now wetake any elementg of G and any conjugate x1gx. Some
imple calculations inside the group generated by g and x showsthat g

and x“gx commute. Hence the normal closure (smallest normal

subgroup containing) ofgin G is abelian. Modulo this G has m — 1
yenerators and is of exponent 3. By induction G is soluble. By another
induction G is finite.

Problem (2) can be restated in purely combinatorial form (which

uy account for its popularity—when in doubt, calculate!). Let B,,(n)

le the group generated by m elements x;,.. ., X,, subject to the
iclutions Ww” = 1 for every product w of powers of the x;. Problem (2)
isks whether B,, (1) is always finite; and problem (3) asks whetherit
lis a normal subgroupoffinite index such that there is no smaller
normal subgroupoffinite index.

Levi and Van der Waerden”™polished up Burnside’s result for n = 3

iy finding the order of B,, (3)—it is

(7) +(3)
\nov!® gave an affirmative answer for n = 4 (though the order of the
yioup is not known) and M.Hall**5*® did likewise for n = 6. The order
if By, (6) is

uw 9b+(8)+@)

shore, @ = 1+ (m— 1) IND
b=1+ (m—1)2™.

vluch follows (once finiteness is established) from work of P. Hall and
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G. Higman’ giving, amongother things, various reductionsofthe

Burnside Problem. The Hall-Higman paperis essentially a study of

modular representations, and has been the basis of many subsequent

investigations in group theory (as weshall see later).

Higman? also solved the restricted Burnside problem for n = 5

(any m). His methods involved transforming the problem to one in Lie

rings.

A Lie ring L is an abelian group on whichis defined a multiplication

[a,b] which distributes over addition, andsatisfies

[a,a| =O

[[a,b]c] + [[b,c]a] + [[c,a]b] =0.

(Examples can be obtained by starting with an associative ring and

defining [a,b] =ab — ba.) There is a way of turning a group into a

Lie ring, based on making the group commutator x+y‘xy play the

part of [x,y]. Since the above axiomsdo not hold exactly for the

group commutatorit is necessary to modify matters somewhat.It

turns out that if the group has prime exponent p then L is a vector

space overa field of p elements andsatisfies the condition

[... lxyly] ...y] =0

where there are p — 1 factors y. (This is the (p — 1)th Engel condition.)

To settle (3) affirmatively when 7 is primeit suffices to prove that a

finitely generated Lie ring whichis a vector space overa field with p

elements andsatisfies the (p — 1)th Engel conditionis finite dimension!

(as a vector space). This Higmandid for p = 5.

Then in 1959 Kostrikin (having already done p = 7) proved?!the

above statementin full generality (for primes). This is a difficult task,

involving very complicated calculations and cunning inductions. Thus

(3) was answered affirmatively for n =p, any prime. Usingresults of

Hall and Higman the problem also has an affirmative answer for n = 4p)

or pq where p, q are prime; and it has recently been proved for n = 30

by Mazurov.® :

Also in 1959 Novikov’* claimed to have answered (2) negatively

forn 2 72. Several years passed, without a proof emerging. Adyan,a

student of Novikov, had found an error (or several) and Novikov and

Adyan were working on the problem of putting the errors right. Thei

proof, over 300 pages long, appeared in several sections during 1968"

but with one difference: they proved that (3) had negative answerfor

n odd andgreater than 4381. One intriguing consequenceis that there

are values of n for which (2) has negative answerbut(3) affirmative.
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An independentproofof a similar theorem has recently been found by

|. L. Britton.

We haveali this while neglected problem (1). The answer hasfor

some time been knownto be “‘yes”for groups of matrices overa field.

but in 1964 Golod and Safarevié produced a beautiful example see (8)

of a periodic group whichis not locally finite; furthermore the proofis

extremely simple (as compared with the marathonefforts inspired by

ihe other two problems).

“Spinoff”

Faced with all the effort which has been expended,it is worth
deciding what has really been achieved.

As regards direct answers to (1), (2), or (3) affirmative answers are
inore helpful than negative ones; which means that most of the effort
haus been expendedin closing off dead ends. Were the answers to the
(hree questionsall that had been achieved everything would probably
have been a waste of time. But as with manytricky problems,thefinal
solution is less important than the methods by whichitis solved.

The work of Golod and Safarevié has also been applied to two other
outstanding problems. They havesettled negatively the Kuro§ problem
(is every algebraic algebra locally finite) and constructed aninfinite
class field tower (carried by the field Q/—3.5.7.11.13.19). And
ipplications of their method are by no meansexhausted.

The ideas of Novikov-Adyan would seem to be useful in many
situations where a group is given by generators and relations. They have
shown that for the values of n considered by them B,,(n) has noinfinite
ibelian subgroup; which answers a famous question of Schmidt (does
every infinite group possess an infinite abelian subgroup?); Adyan has
shown that there exists a variety of groups which hasnofinite basis
lor its laws (this has also been proved independently and more simply
by Olsanskii and(still more simply) Vaughan-Lee). This was one of the
central problemsin the study of groupvarieties, now

a

flourishing
branch of group theory.

The Hall-Higman theorem has perhapshadthe greatest repercussions.
| was the basis for much ofthe current workinfinite simple (and
other) groups, Thompson’sfirst proof of the nilpotency of the
l'robenius kernel of a Frobenius group depended onit (via a theorem
ibout fixed-point free automorphisms); the ideas were used in Feit-
lhompson’s odd-order paper,’ which disposed of another problem of
lurnside: is every odd-order group soluble? Most of the recent
progress in classifying simple groupsis rooted in the odd-order paper.
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of Analysis II, the second year course on Lebesgue measure and a gooddeal of

the Part II courses which deal with LP spaces. This book makes quick and clear
reading, in the informalstyle of a lecture course. The author’s approach through

outis in terms of metric spaces and full use is made of concepts such as con-

nectedness, compactness and completeness, etc; yet despite the greater generality

he loses noneof the simplicity of an approach dealing only in R” and using

strictly “‘non-topological’’ concepts. In fact, some topics are tackled more simply

from this view-point. He also covers some very elegant theorems, which,although

not included in most coursesat this level, are necessary for the studentto gain a

full understanding of the subject. Unfortunately the approach to Lebesgue

integration is somewhatdifferent to that adopted in the 1B course,but this

aside, the book provides good background knowledge.

T. P. Hynes

Excursions in Geometry by C. Stanley Ogilvy.
(Oxford University Press)

This is certainly a book for the enthusiastic amateur. The author brings you

through theorems on harmonic division, the Apolloniuscircle, and inversion

geometry to a discussion of projective geometry, leaving much of the easier work

to the reader. The chapters on insoluble problems of antiquity and three unsolved

problems of modern geometryare particularly interesting, mathematically as well

as historically.

For those of us who would like to take up geometry again as a hobbythe

book providesa lucid and readable account of some of the more interesting

problemsin classical geometry.

Richard Clayton

Van Nostrand Reinhold Mathematical Studies:

Topological Dynamics and Ordinary Differential Equations by G. R.Sell.

Compact Non-self-adjoint Operators by J. R. Ringrose.

Lectures on Von Neumann Algebras by D. M. Topping.

The Van Nostrand Reinhold Mathematical Studies series aims at providing quick

introductions to advanced topics and as such is designed mainly for people with

a reasonable amount of mathematical experience and background knowledge.

Each of the booksis written by an expertin the field; the reader with no previous

specialised knowledge is brought to the stage where he can understand and
appreciate recent developments and someof the open research problemsin the
particular area in question.

Professor Sell’s book begins with a brief review of the theory of uniform spaces,

thereby laying downthesetting for the rest of the book. There follows an account

of the basic properties of dynamical systems. Definitions comefairly thick and

fast here but they are given time to sink in during the chapter which follows on

examples of flows; a pleasing feature here is that the examples are drawn from a

wide range of topics including Markov processes and measurable functions as well

as ordinary differential equations. The next chapter is devoted to showing how

flowsarise in the study of non-autonomousdifferential equations; in particular

the crucial notion of the limiting equationsis introduced. There follow chapters

on almost periodic functions, recurrent motions and almost periodic motions,
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and the structure of w-limit sets; the main purpose of these is to prepare the

way for the applications to differential equations which come next. The dis-

cussion is centred on questions of stability and existence of periodic and almost

periodic solutions. It is here that the limiting equations play an essentialrole.

(he final part of the book deals with invariant measures, ergodic theory and

ipplications of the methods developed earlier to integral equations.
On the whole, the book seems to succeed in bringing the reader to the point

where he can understand the abstract theory and the applications to ordinary

differential equations and integral equations. Heis left to wonder for himself
whether the theory and extensionsof it could be fruitful in other contexts, for

«xample probability or perhaps even partial differential equations.

[he theory of compact non-self-adjoint operators on a Hilbert space has pro-

yressed considerably over the past fifteen years. Professor Ringrose in his book
attempts to describe some of the more important recent developmentsin as

concise a form as possible. The book begins with a fairly lengthy introduction

imuch of which can be bypassed by the more knowledgeable reader. The next
chapter describes the von Neumann-Schatten classes of operators on a Hilbert

space H; it is shown that these consist of compact operators and form two-sided

ileals in B(H), the algebra of all boundedlinear operators on H. The next

chapter develops a Fredholm theory for equations of the form x — ATx =),

where T lies in the trace class of operators on H, and x,y € H. There follows a

discussion of quasi-nilpotent operators in a von Neumann-Schatten class and the

‘hapter concludes with some applications to completeness results for the systems

of principal vectors of certain non-self-adjoint operators. The concluding chapter
contains an account of some recent work of the Russian schoolon the

icpresentation of a compact Hilbert space operator as a “‘superdiagonalintegral’.

l'rofessor Topping’s is intended to give a brief and hence necessarily incomplete

introduction to the theory of von Neumannalgebras. Both the algebraic and
veometric flavours of the subject are introduced early, the former via the double
‘ommutant theorem and the latter via some results on projections. The

classification of von Neumannalgebras by meansof the projections in them is

introduced and is followed by a detailed account of some of the type I theory.

lle author then describes some general structure theory and sometopological

properties of *-isomorphisms before considering the special case when the under-

lying Hilbert space is separable. The book concludes with chapters on generators

and hyperfinite algebras.

! uch of the booksis based on a course given to graduate students. The material

in presented in a fairly raw state, but this is more than madeupforbythefact

(hat the books contain in an intelligible form accounts of important topics many

of which could hitherto be found only in research papers. Indeed, the whole Van
Nostrand Reinhold Mathematical Studies series must be considered by researchers

young and old a very significant addition to mathematicalliterature.

M. Pemberton

| (uide to Undergraduate Projective Geometry by A. F. Horadam.

(PergamonPress)

lliis is an ambitious book. To quote the jacket, ““An attempt is made to balance
ile classical approach to the subject with the most recent research”. To my mind
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the attempt is not totally successful. Certainly the recent research is in evidence,

but the classical approach is not immediately apparent.

The approach seems to meto confuse twodistinct functions of a maths book,

and in doing so to achieve neither. While rigorous, the treatmentis not designed

to make reference easy, and the important results are not given sufficient

prominence. For a textbook, the ground covered is too wide and the coverage
not of the kind required.

On the other hand, the material is not of a nature to make casual reading easy

Certainly, for the mathematician who wantsgeneral information about the

subject, this book could be useful, butit is hardly light bedside reading.

P. G. Williatiie

Computational Problems in Abstract Algebra

edited by John Leach. (Pergamon Press)

This bookis a collection of papers presented at an Oxford conference in 1967.

It is unfortunate that it could not have been published until now; however,it is

one of the most up-to-date summaries of the applications of computing to this

field presently available.
The subject matter can be broadly divided into two categories—group theory

and therest. In the first category many of the applications are obvious—the

algorithmic enumerationofall the possibilities with which one is concerned (in

the case of finite groups and subgroupsof finite index), and, in general, the

manipulation of symbols under well-defined rules. Particularly interesting are

two papers on the application of computing to the Burnside problem wherethe

described construction of an algorithm for L(p,m,n) may well provide greater

insight.

In the second category the use of computersin alleviating the drudgery of

elimination in problems for which step-wise procedures can be devisedis

motivation for the tackling of problems which otherwise would probably not be
attempted. There is included a paper by our own John Conway on the enumerativiti

of knots—the use of computing in this and similar fields is apparent. Thereis also

considered the possibility of dealing with infinite problems by their reduction to

finite ones (as in the paper on Galois theory by W. D. Maurer).

The book would be of great use to any researcher in algebra considering using

computing to solve an otherwise tedious problem.It is however too expensive to
be considered by the majority of general readers. Nevertheless, any algebraist not

already aware of the application of computingto his field ought to be madeso,

and thus this work ought to be foundin all pure mathematicallibraries.

B. G. Smith

Introduction to Computer Programming by D.1. Cutler.

(Prentice-Hall)

This book should interest budding mathematicians from the fourth form upwards

After an introductory section on the evolution of computers andtheir applications
it expounds various number systems(binary, octal, hexadecimal) in a way feel

sure could be clearly understood byall but the most obtuse. After chapters on

data representation and flow diagramming(a useful concept, easily picked up)

the book introduces the mythical EX-1 computer, a paragon of standardisation.
“Mr. Control” and a series of cartoon diagrams lead you through a small program

executed by EX-1. The arithmetical operationsare gone into in detail, followed
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by programming techniquesandfinally input-output analysis; a somewhat

unconventional order.

There is a chapter explaining higher level languages using TRIVIAL (Trusty

Reliable Ingenius Version of the International Algebraic Language) as well as

chapters on typical modern giant computers and programming systems.

Patronising, in the usual American manner,it nevertheless provides a clear

machine-invariant introduction to computer software and programmingtechniques.

C. J. Slinn

S.M.P. Further Mathematics Series. (C.U.P.)

II Vectors and Mechanics.

An extremely well-written book with a modern approach, intended primarily for

the student with only an O Level knowledge of maths. Stress is laid on the

applications of derived formulae; in particular, the obscure type of question

traditionally set is replaced by a more relevant, and consequently moreinteresting,

one. There are plenty of worked examples and exercises—all with solutions,

including those involving a diagram. Vector notation is used throughout, and a

vital summary of formulae and notation is included for easy reference.

This is the sort of book that the student can work from on his own, with only

a little guidance from the teacher. However, in its present paper-back form, the

binding would not survive constant use although it does makeit a very cheap book
at a pound.

1V Extensions of Calculus.

This book is of an equally high standard butof a slightly more advancedlevel,

giving a good foundation to further study at University. It includes a detailed
discussion of linear transformations with work on conformal mapping and Lorentz
transformations; also an excellent introduction to the relevance and manipulation

of partial derivatives, with main emphasis on the Jacobian and its use in connection
with multiple integrals.

Janet Haig

Solving Problems in Maths: Statistics II by J. Aitchison.

(Oliver and Boyd)

Whereas Statistics I dealt with the analysis of independent experiments this book
is concerned with dependent events. After a description of dependencein
probability theory, Professor Aitchison considers inference and decision making,

regression analysis, least squares estimation, tests of association and sequential

analysis. The inference is considered from a Bayesian point of view. The section
on regression analysis is particularly well done, with some interesting examples.
In fact, most of the examples in the book are very well chosen, with somehaving

just the right air of whimsicality (“I am offered what could be a genuine

Monet... .’’; “In police investigations into the source of anonymousletters... .”).
(he worked examplesare very useful but as is only natural in a bookofthis kind,

there is very little theory and it would be better to use this as a companion text

in mathematics courses. An index would undoubtedly have been useful.

I. S. Wilson
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Solutions to Problems

(The editor would like to thank the compilers of this year’s problems

drive, Patrick Phair and Clifford Cocks.)

An Alphametric

P=0 T=1 R=

eithher2=3 Y=5

or F=3 L=5

2 1=4 A=6 S=8 H=9

Two Problems

1. (A)4p. (B)5/9.

2. If n divides S(7) then S(7) divides S(S(n)),

but 3 divides S(3).

Geometrical

1. 65”.
2. 16 square inches. (Maximum area when linkageis cyclic.)

WhenI Went a Rowing

4 days is the minimum,e.g.
 

Once Upon a Time

13 miles.

It’s a Knockout! »

(i) 16.

(ii) 63.

(iii) 16. »,
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